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January…
loneliness knitted

into a scarf 

Terri L. French 



wind chill...
sharpening

the axe

Johnny Baranski 



winter stars
wheeling into dawn

the curve of her spine

John Hawkhead 



waking to frost ...
clip-clops of the milk horse

in memory lane

Lorin Ford 



winter morn
the comforting embrace

of my duvet

Christina Sng 



leaden clouds . . .
the way the winter trees

support them

Bill Waters 



pine forest
the straightness

of rain

Jan Dobb 



surrounded
by the dark green of deep spring

mockingbird

Kevin Valentine 



dusk
the chirp from one cricket

hails the chorus
                                             (after an’ya)

Cyndi Lloyd 



shaking the earth
so slightly . . .
blossom fall

Simon Hanson 



gust of wind
a bumblebee clings
to a spent blossom

Polona Oblak 



fallen camellia
all my hopes 

for us

Deborah P Kolodji 



heat wave
filling my pot of water ...

drought 

Archana Kapoor Nagpal 



campfire sparks—
we listen to the stars

grow cold

Carl Seguiban 



flaccid breeze
so many leaves

hang in the balance

Don Baird 



crescent moon –
the smile in your eyes

I no longer see

Mary Kendall



black clouds rumble
our cotton candies stick

to one another 

Lavana kray 



skipping stones
the expanding ripples

of our universe

Debbie Strange



between words...
a spider on

then off the page

Agnes Eva Savich 



onion peeling the layers of my past

Ramesh Anand 



sheets of rain
allowing my childhood

back in 

Meik Blöttenberger 



abandoned house
I strike the bell

with my shadow

Ken Sawitri 



sand dunes
the changing anatomy

of wind

Rajandeep Garg 



day of decision
through dragonfly wings

a brick wall 

Phyllis Lee 



surge of the wind ...
talk of war fading

into silence

Chen-ou Liu 



dawn 
a blind man tapping

the darkness 

Magdalena Banaszkiewicz 



blossoms in the wind
she tries to remember

faces and names

Dottie Piet 



season of mists no end in sight

Helen Buckingham 



farmyard...
the broken wheel

of time

Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy 



I swing in time
with the ticking clock

September rain

Ernest Wit 



her song drops a note autumn rain

paul m. 



rolling back to the beginning dry leaves 

Shloka Shankar 



in the barn's
dark corners

bales of stored sunlight

Jo Balistreri 



power outage
nothing on now

but the wind

Ian Willey 



Internet slowdown...
the length of sky

from cloud to cloud 

Jay Friedenberg 



a pause on the phone
I hear you

smile 

David J. Kelly 
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